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Walk With You
Ringo Starr

(intro)  Eb G# Eb G#  Eb  Bb7  Eb 

Eb                            G#       Eb
No man is an island who has been in love
Eb                            G#         Eb
Bringing understanding every push and shove
Eb                           G#      Eb
Just as fundamental as the stars above
Cm                       G#        Eb
It is benefitting every hand in glove
Eb                      Bb
And you tell me it s a cold day in hell when you surrender
Bb
For love and a chance to remember
Bb               Bb/G            Bb/F#       Bb/E
What we have to hold _ is more silver and gold

Eb                               Eb
When i walk with you,           when i talk with you
G#                    Eb
 everything will be fine,
Eb                               Eb
When i walk with you    when i talk with you,
G#                    Eb                          Bb7   Eb
 everything will be fine,               will be fi..-ne

Eb                         G#      Eb
It s coincidental we have met before
Eb                                   G#     Eb
Let this be the time and place that we explore
Eb                            G#       Eb
With no hesitation knocking at that door
Cm                            G#      Eb
Open up your heart and love forever more
Eb                      Bb
And i tell you it s a cold day in hell but we remember
Bb
That song that starts out love me tender
Bb                 Bb7
And that king of hearts

Eb                               Eb
When i walk with you,           when i talk with you
G#                    Eb
 everything will be fine,
Eb                               Eb
When i walk with you    when i talk with you,



G#                    Eb                          Bb7   Eb
 everything will be fine,               will be fi..-ne

Fm
Picking up the picture of love in pain
Eb
I don t have time if what time remains
G#                                 Bb7
What i have just tried to explain    flew by you
Fm
What can i do with a heart of steel
Eb
I would impart what i ve come to feel
G#
Love is the answer and it is real
Cm                     Bb7
I ll always be there beside you

Eb
When i walk with you??.  ( chorus 2x )


